Emotional Outbreak

Description
	For far too long Zombies have been seen negatively. In the eyes of the collective conscious, they are infectious cannibals bent on our destruction and consumption. However, what if we are wrong about zombies?

	Begin as a caring undead and attempt to show the world how to love; your only objective is to embrace strangers with your hearty hugs, infecting and therefore turning them from sad mortals into a member of your loving zombie party.

	Use the controls* to move your expanding party through the city to infect more sad victims with happiness before you become so happy that you transcend your decrepit form and become a trail of joyous confetti. Watch out for those stubborn, close-minded, and dangerous policemen who just wanna break up the fun!

Features
	- Attempt to spread the joy of undeath by forcing others to join your horde
	- Race against time as your zombies blossom into beauty and can no longer follow you
	- Protect your zombie party from stubborn law enforcement 
	- Bring life to the world as you colorize buildings and leave a trail of joy
	- Experience death, rebirth, and peace from the perspective of the undead
	- Connect a gamepad and control your zombie horde via analog stick

*Controls
	- Navigate with the WASD keys OR a Gamepad Analog stick.

How-To-Play
	- Turn others into zombies by touching them
	- Surround buildings until you have held them long enough to add them to your colorful
	  world.
	- Since your horde blossoms over time, you must continue to infect civilians constantly
	- If you don't continue infecting civilians, your party will shrink and eventually all will 
	  "become one with nature"
	- Avoid police officers because they will attack your party
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